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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The technical advancement has been one of the finest creations of

the human mind. Technology has opened its doors to broad range

of possibilities in various areas like entertainment, communication,

media, advertisement and education. In this digital era internet has

posed a great concern for copyright infringement.  Copyright is one

of the vital intellectual property rights that denotes the rights

possessed by the owners or creators for literary and artistic work.

Copyright includes content from books, paintings, computer

programs, databases, films, music, maps etc., and now in the time

of digitalization has made it very easy to copy, replicate and

reproduce and sell the works of a copyright owner without the

authorization and to ascertain the infringement becomes difficult

which is one of the major concerns in the digital era.

The COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the adoption of

digitization of knowledgeable and scholarly literatures. And now

COVID-19 has forced us to give a second though to the crucial

subjects and issues of copyrights such as Fair Use, liability of

Internet Service Providers, issue of reproduction rights, jurisdiction

issues, private and public use, issue of digital libraries and issue of

enforcing liability. This report briefly touches about the digital

technologies and copyright related issues and concerns. It also

discusses the scenario of Indian copyright laws and addresses the

remedies available in India in the case of copyright infringement

digitally. Lastly, it gives certain suggestions and brief idea to

manage the complexity of digital copyright issues.



COPYRIGHT
CHALLENGES IN INDIA IN

DIGITAL ERA

Copyright or authors right is an exclusive right of the

creator of the original work. In the digital era it safeguards

creative and cultural products including music, videos, films,

books, software codes, database and online curated

content. According to Indian Copyright Act 1957, copyright

does not need to be registered and the scope of its impact

is hard to quantify. Consequently, it remains a challenge to

determine the liability, jurisdiction, rights and revenue lost

due to copyright infringement

Overview

This report deliberates about understanding the copyright

challenges and infringement in the light of prevailing

copyright legislation and its enforcement. It also explores

the current digital scenario where such challenges can be

deterred through technology. We also look at legislative,

judicial, technological and policy developments to get

insights of the practices in India.



INTRODUCTION

Intellectual Property (IP) refers to the creations of the mind including

inventions, designs, symbols, names, images, literary and artistic works

used in commerce[1]. IP enable the owner/creator of the IP to earn

recognition or financial benefit from what they have invented or

created, for example, trademarks, patents, copyright, designs,

geographical indications, trade secrets etc.

Copyright is a vital intellectual property (IP) that guarantees a creator

the right to safeguard the expressions of literary, artistic, dramatic,

musical work, cinematography film, and sound recording of an original

work. It bolsters innovation and creativity while controlling the

reproduction of work and also grants IP rights to person, group of

individuals or organizing parties who are involved in presenting their

work in public domain such as broadcaster or performers.

Copyright grants a bundle of rights to the authors or creators to

safeguard their original work such as right to use, right to reproduce

the work, right to broadcast, right to perform publicly etc. The World

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) describes copyright as the

rights that the authors have over their literary or artistic work that

includes books, music, paintings, sculpture and films to computer

programmes, databases, advertisements, technical drawings and

maps.[2]  Copyright law gives control to authors or creators over their

product. Thus, writers, performers, musicians, students, researchers,

teachers, librarians, movie producers etc. exist in a web of cultural and

economic relations subject to copyright law in India. Copyrights

infringement can be seen both as economic and moral violation and

with the proliferation of the internet and internet connected devices

copyright infringement has become seamless and at scale. 



The biggest change in today’s era is in digital domain and protection

of copyright has become a significant challenge because of

technological advancements such as software’s, videos, music, OTT

platforms etc. According to USTR Annual Special 301 report, there is

an estimate of 2.5 or nearly half a trillion dollars’ worth of imports

worldwide are pirated and counterfeit goods[3]. 

As of October 2020, roughly 4.66 billion people around the world use

the internet that is close to 60% of the world’s total population and

the number is still rising. Internet users around the globe are growing

at an annualized rate of more than 7% which amounts to more than

875,000 new users each day[4]. 

In India, as of December 2020, the value of the audio OTT market

was 250 million and the music consumption per week stood at 21.5

hours that is comparatively higher from the global average of 17.8

hours[5]. According to The State of Online Video Report 2020, In

India as of December 2020, viewers watch the most online video

each week at an average of 10hours & 54minutes outdoing the

global average by 3 hours[6]. 

Therefore, in this digital era, the protection of work by copyright has

become a major challenge because of the emergence of new

category and kind of works such as software’s, digital music, videos,

OTT platforms (music and video). The copyright related

issues/infringement in the digital domain can be carried at a low

cost, with an ease and even without compromising with the quality.

Besides this, serious issues that are coming up in Indian legislation

including, internet piracy, rights of reproduction, liability of internet

service provider (ISP), jurisdiction, implementation of laws, jurisdiction

issues are some of the biggest concerns of this era.



LEGAL SCENARIO IN 
INDIA

With the advent of technology, a new kind of theft prevails in the legal

space of digital world termed as “Online Piracy”. It is a menace to the

cyber world. Online piracy refers to an act of illegal reproduction or

dissemination of copyrighted material, such as computer programs,

films, music or books etc. Although, all types of copyright infringement

are referred as piracy.

To solve the issue and to cease infringement of copyrighted material,

Indian Copyright Act, 1957 was enacted which became operative since

21st January 1958 along with Information Technology Act, 2000 that

deals with facets of piracy. With more technological advancements, the

need for the stringent copyright laws to deal with complex issues such

as internet piracy, liability of ISPs, jurisdiction, rights of reproduction,

public & private use and enforceability of copyright law. However, the

measures to curb copyright infringement in digital world taken weren’t

satisfactory; therefore, the Copyright Act, 1957 was amended in 2012,

Sections 65A and 65B were introduced.

Section 65A delineates “any person who circumvents an effective

technological measure applied for protecting any of the rights

conferred in the act with intention of infringing such rights, shall be

punishable with imprisonment which may extend to two years and shall

be liable to fine”[7].  Such penalties are bound to deter few criminals in

the cyber world from misusing the copyrighted data. Section 65A has

been introduced to curb the digital piracy and meant for "protection of

technological measures”. This sub-section is also used to shield the

copyrighted work from being misused.

Section 65B delineates “any person, who knowingly- (1) alters and

removes any rights management information without the authority, or

(2) distributes, imports for distribution, broadcasts or communicates to

the public, without authority, copies of any work, or performance

knowing that electronic rights management information has been

removed or altered without authority, shall be punishable with

imprisonment which may extend to 2 years and also shall also be liable

to fine”[8].



This section 65B provides “Protection of Rights Management

Information” and it is essential to protect misuse and unauthorized

access of copyrighted data or sensitive information.

Moreover, Section 14 of the Copyright Act provides meaning of

copyright, gives protection to the author and bundle of rights to make

copies, reproduce, record the artistic work, cinematographic work etc.;

additionally, it gives protection of right to store the work in any

electronic or other medium[9]. And Section 52 of the Copyright Act

exempts certain acts from infringement namely fair dealing/fair use

with artistic, literary, dramatic, musical etc.

The Information Technology Act, 2000 also deals with digital piracy

in sections 43, 66 and 79: -

Section 66 of the IT Act states “if any person, frequently or dishonestly,

des any act referred to in section 43, shall be punishable with

imprisonment for a term which extend to 3 years or shall be liable to

fine up to 5 lakh rupees or with both[10].  

In reference with section 66, we need to understand section 43 of the

IT Act, it is as follows: -Section 43 of the IT Act delineates “if any

person without having the authorization of the owner or any other

person who is in charge of the computer or a computer network or a

computer system - (b) extracts, downloads or copies any data,

database or information from any computer system or network

including the data stored in any removable storage medium; (d)

damages or causes to be damaged any computer system, network,

data or database or other programs living in the computer; (j) steals,

conceals or destroys or alters any person to steal, conceal, destroy or

alter any computer source code used with an intention to cause

damage[11] shall be punishable with imprisonment which might extend

to 3 years and shall be liable to fine which may extend to 5 lakh

rupees.



Hon’ble Delhi High Court in its judgment in 2019 in a case of UTV

Software Communication Ltd. & Others v. 1337X.TO & Others 2019

SCC Online Del 8002, where the plaintiffs were seeking injunction

restraining the defendants from communicating to the public plaintiff’s

original work (cinematographic work) without any authorization which

would amount to an infringement. The Hon’ble High Court has provided

for a remedy to tackle the issue with the concept of “Dynamic

Injunction”[12].

A “Dynamic Injunction” is the injunction that allows a right holder to

approach the courts of law to extend the main injunction order to all

such mirror websites (rogue websites) providing access to the pirated

locations which were the subject of the main injunction.

Section 79 states “an intermediary shall not be liable for any 3rd party

information, data or communication link made available or hosted by

him” provided if the intermediary is subjected to the provision of sub-

section (2) and not subjected to the provisions under sub-section (3) of

the current section”[13]. 

Section 79 (2) (a) – if the function of the intermediary is limited to

providing access to a communication system over which the

information made available is transmitted or stored.

(2) (b) – if the intermediary doesn’t initiate the transmission of the

information, select the receiver on his own and changes or selects the

information used in the transmission. 

Section 79 (3) (a) – if the intermediary has conspired or abetted or

aided or induced by threats or promise in the commission of the

unlawful act.

 



(3) (b) – after being notified by the government or its agency

that any information or data is being used to commit the

unlawful act and the intermediary fails to remove or disable

access to that material on that resource without vitiating the

evidence in any manner. 

Cinematograph (Amendment) Bill, 2019

THE PROBLEM/CHALLENGES IN THE COPYRIGHT

LAW IN DIGITAL ERA

This bill was introduced in the Parliament in 2019 as an

amendment to the Cinematograph Act of 1954 to introduce

stringent and penal provisions through new Section 6AA against

the illegal recording i.e., cam-recording of movies in theatres.

This provision prohibits anyone from using any audiovisual

recording device to reproduce or transmit a movie or abetting

the making of a movie, shall be punishable with the

imprisonment up to 3 years and a fine up to 10 lakh or both[14].

The COVID-19 pandemic has put us in a thought to reorganize

our lives and rethink how few laws operate. With teaching

moving online, there have been many questions on how

copyright laws and fair use provisions extend to online users,

internet service providers and other issues like jurisdiction, right

to reproduction etc. This chapter will be covering all of the

above-mentioned issues and several other problems with the

copyright laws in India.



1.    Internet Piracy

The internet has become one of the major threats to copyright as the

information available on the internet has various protections. The

copyrighted works available on the internet are images, stories, news,

e-books, movies, games, e-sports, graphics, screenplays etc. The sea of

information available on the internet makes it difficult to ascertain

whether the work is duplication or copy of the protected work.

The issues in the digital domain are related with distribution and

amount of content that has to be distributed, fake websites & e-

commerce, illegal downloading of songs and videos, piracy of e-sports

are also some of the major concerns in the era[15]. Copying content

from one website and introducing a new website has become a new

fraud in the digital domain with greater revenues. 

Online piracy of live sports events has also become one of major

concerns with the proliferation of streaming technology. The illicit

streaming of live event has effect of contravening with the exclusive

rights of the copyright holders. Thanks to the advent of User Generated

Content (UGC), Peer to Peer (P2P) software and Content Delivery

Networks (CDNs) which has enabled the efficient distribution of

unauthorized content[16]. 

In the case of Department of Electronics and Information

Technology Vs Star India Pvt. Ltd. Plaintiff approached Delhi High

Court (DHC) regarding copyright infringement of broadcasting signals

of India-Australia cricket series for 3 test matches and plaintiff

pleaded for blocking of the websites and the URL. High Court

accepted the arguments and granted injunction order for 17

defendants (ISPs) for blocking 73 websites[17].



In the case of Multi Screen Media Pvt Ltd Vs. Sunit Singh And Ors.

the court granted an ex-Parte interim injunction to plaintiff prohibiting

more than 250 websites which were feloniously broadcasting and re

transmitting live and recorded footage of 2014 FIFA World Cup[18]. 

The reason behind the infringement practice observed is the easy

access, use and availability of internet and in India, 97% of the

population uses mobile phones with an average monthly data

consumption of 9.8 GB per user[19]. Not only live sports but the film

and the music industries have also experienced losses which are hard

to estimate. Streaming devices and mobile phones are the primary

source for viewing content and India is reportedly among the top 5

countries in the world using peer to peer platforms like BitTorrent.

Recent cross-country evidence shows that the prime driver of piracy to

be the high price of legitimate content, followed by quality, access,

and ease of use; although there is lack of evidence for India[20].  

The IMI Digital Music Study, 2018 report ascertained stream-ripping

as the most popular form of illegal downloading in India and software’s

like YTD Video Downloader or few browser plugins allows the internet

users to download audio or video from any YouTube page.

According to the Irdeto Global Consumer Piracy Survey, mobile

phones. Especially Android smartphones were a popular medium for

watching pirated video content[21]. 

With the emergence of technology, the internet has widened the portal

to grant people comfortably copy and reproduce copyrighted content

without authorization. The main question which arises here is whether

the intermediaries i.e., the social media, search engines, ecommerce

websites, blogging platforms etc. cab be held liable for any unlawful

content posed on their website by a third party?

2. Internet Service Providers (ISPs)



The term intermediary is defined under Information Technology Act,

2000 and it includes any person who on behalf of another person

receives, stores or transmits an electronic message or provide any

service with respect to that electronic message[22]. Thus, intermediary

liability, that is based on the legal principle of vicarious liability, means

that the service providers shall be held accountable for any illegal act

of the user on their platform.

Initially, under the IT Act, 2000 only the network service providers were

protected for any third-party information made available by him if he

proves that offence was committed without his knowledge or that he

exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of offence. Thus,

it provided very little protection to intermediaries. But in the case of

Avnish Bajaj v. State, 150 (2008) DLT 769, where the managing

director of company Baazee.com was charged with criminal provisions

under IPC as well as IT Act for content circulated by a 3rd party on its

ecommerce website. Nonetheless, the managing director escaped the

liability because the company was not added as an accused either

before High Court or the Supreme Court. Moreover, Delhi High Court

observed that companies bear the risk of acquiring knowledge if the

content uploaded escapes the filters which are meant for blocking

pornographic content. In the case, a need was felt to widen the scope

of protection given to intermediaries and thus IT act was amended in

2009 to include Section 79 while giving a new definition and protection

to the intermediaries which provides safe harbor for online

intermediaries from all unlawful acts rather than only offence and

incorporates the requirement for due diligence for claiming safe

harbor[23]. In other words, Section 79 makes ISPs immune from liability

of 3rd party data made accessible by him of the ISP had no insight of

the offence pledged or if ISP applied all due diligence to avoid any of

the infringement. 

Nevertheless, ISPs would be liable if the owner of the copyright explains

the ISP about that infringement and no action is taken by the ISP.

Section 79 exempts ISP from liability it doesn’t cite who would be held

liable for such contravention. It will root the problems when an office as

regards the 3rd party data is pledged.



In the case of Nirmaljit Singh Narula vs Indijobs At Hubpages.Com

& Ors, defendant had registered himself under the name of “Indijobs”

in another defendant’s platform hubpages.com. When the plaintiff

served a notice of cease and desist calling upon removing the

defamatory page from its websites and provide details of the other

defendant no. 1, the defendant no. 2 declined to disclose the identity.

Court held that under Section 79 of the IT Act being an intermediary,

defendant no.2 is under an obligation to disclose the identity of

defendant no.1 to law enforcement[24]. 

India has far reaching laws and regulations on liability of ISPs in cases

of copyright infringement in the digital era. It is of utmost importance

for a country such as India with an expanding number of internet users

every year, and thereby rapidly increasing the threat to breach of the

rights of copyright holder. With technological advancements, it is

important to amend laws and to protect ISPs from copyright

infringement by subscribers and the related aspects.

3.    Issue of Digital Libraries

With teaching moving online, there have been questions on how fair use

and copyright law provisions extend to online uses.  There is exception

to the copyright law i.e., Fair use/Fair dealing which is protected

under Section 52 of the Copyright Act, 1957 and that allows the use of

copyrighted content or unlicensed use in certain circumstances such as

private or personal use including research, criticism or review, whether

of that work or any other work; the reporting of current events and

current affairs including reporting of a lecture delivered in public[25].

 

Fair dealing depends on different facts and circumstances of the case

and in India court applies basic common sense so that they can

determine as to what can be constituted as Fair Dealing on case-to-

case basis. In recent amendment of 2012 to the Copyright Act, 1957,

fair use scope was broadened by extending the doctrine of fair dealing

to all works as previously it only allowed literary, dramatic, musical and

artistic works but now it also covers sound recordings and videos as

well[26]. 



In USA, because of the inaccessibility of public libraries, USA created a

National Emergence Library to give students access to assigned

readings and library materials. However, 4 major publishing houses

sued the archive in early June, 2020 claiming that it amounted to

copyright infringement and piracy. The archive used a system of

controlled digital lending, that gives the buyer of a book the right to sell

and dispose of the book and it maintains a ‘owned to loaned’ ratio to

prevent redistribution or copying of the books[27].  Although later, the

waiting list was removed from the National Emergence of Library as

physical libraries weren’t accessible and the publishing houses claimed

that Archive is making books available in full for download without

paying any license fees or any other payments and many of the books

were in-copyright books that authors/publishers rely on for revenue. 

In India, the division bench of Delhi High Court in the case of The

Chancellor, Masters & Scholars of the University of Oxford & Ors.

v. Rameshwari Photocopy Services & Ors.  also known as DU

Photocopy case upheld in 2016 the photocopying of copyrighted for

distribution of “course packs” and held that “so long as the copying

forms part of and arises out of the course of instruction it would

normally be in the course of instruction”[28].  It also held that such

photocopying qualifies as reproduction work by a teacher in the course

of instruction and will not amount to infringement of copyright by the

virtue of Section 52 (2)(i) of the act. Moreover, the court affirmed that

educational institutions don’t require permission or authorization from

the publishers for distributing course packs for the students if the

content included in the course packs is necessary for the purpose of

instructional use by the teacher to the class[29]. 

This issue now attacks on the IPR law which focuses on incentivize

innovation and growth of society by striking a balance between the

economic rights of copyright holders while enabling public welfare. In

India, copyright laws have limited provisions that allows libraries to

store digital copies of work in possession. Therefore, there is no clarity

on whether access and distribution of such work is permitted or

not[30]. 



Moreover, there aren’t provisions particularly for digital libraries, like

controlled digital lending system in USA which has not been tested in

Indian courts, which ultimately leads to uncertainty on the legality of

providing access to digital library in country. 

4.    Issue of Jurisdiction 

Since the internet is an intangible space, ascertaining the jurisdiction

can be problematic. In the cases of online piracy or copyright

infringement, few countries or regions could be involved. The question

then arises as to which jurisdiction would be applicable as it can either

be the place of storage, or even where the material is finally used or

displayed.  And it is not necessary that copyright infringement in one

region would also amount to copyright infringement in a different

region.

The digital environment has dissolved national boundaries and placed

the traditionally understood jurisdiction of copyright protection under

considerable strain. Online availability, whether it is authorized or

otherwise, the unauthorized use of material by various means of access

such as framing, linking, posting etc. pose a matter of concern of

jurisdiction for purposes of enforcement involving copyright owner,

infringer and in many case ISP. In those circumstances, the situs of

publication over digital networks may call for a clear choice to be

made between multiple jurisdictions such as the place where the work

was posted on the internet, or the place where the user downloads it,

or the website server location[31].

5.    Public & Private Use

Under the traditional copyright legislation, Copyright ct, 1957 the

distinction between the reproduction of a particular data or content in

public and private domain is provided which allows a person to

reproduce copies of protected or copyrighted content in the public

domain with prior authorization from original creator[32].  



This distinction is eroded with the ability of an individual to transmit

over the internet any content copyrighted or otherwise, to users

simultaneously from the privacy of his home and users being able to

easily download the perfect copy of the content in their homes. There

is no line that divides the public and private territories, which calls for a

new set of norms in copyright. Whether communication over the

internet is “communication to public” or not is still an unsettled issue. 

6.    Problem of Reproduction Rights

The rights of reproduction are a matter of concern on the internet as

the distribution of any material over the internet requires the material

to be reproduced which means “right to make a copy”. Data then

through the internet is transmitted using a technique wherein there is a

breakdown of the data into small packets and then reconstituted to

form the entire content, this technique is known as “packet switching”

i.e., there is reproduction at every stage of transmission of data

through electronic means.[33] This will make it very difficult to have a

exact idea about the rights of reproduction and can be misused in

cases of breach. 

When a reproduction takes place where the prior permission has been

granted by the copyright owner and whose purpose is just to make the

work perceptible, should it be restricted?

7.    Issue of Enforcing Liability 

One of the major concerns regarding copyright infringement over the

internet is liability and to enforce any form of punishment against the

wrong-doer it is vital to identify where exactly the liability lies.

However, in one issue related to copyright infringement several people

could be involved, information could go through several different layers

and different computer systems before being transmitted to the public

and several people could be liable for the infringements. There is a

chance that these several people could be of different locations, so

the question which arises here is, whether the liability would lie on

party that transmits the information or data, would lie on party

receiving the information, the act that has been involved in the

process?



Section 79 of the Information Technology Act, 2000 provides immunity

to the intermediaries for any third-party information, however it does

become difficult to determine whether or not the intermediary is at

fault or not. The section which was introduced to safeguard the

innocent intermediaries is often misused by the criminal for their

profits[34]. 

REMEDIES AVAILABLE IN INDIA
The threats of infringement of Copyright in digital era have made felt

the need for better preventive measures that ensures that the rights

and interest of the creator of the copyrighted content. In an important

development for India’s digital economy, the Delhi High Court gave a

decision on April 10, 2019 in a case of UTV Software Communication

Ltd. &Ors. vs. 1337X.TO &Ors, where the court provided a new policy

tool for right holders to better protect the intellectual property tied up

with the music, movies, and other digital content. In a case involving

digital piracy, the courts decision created a mechanism that allows the

rightsholders to seek “dynamic injunctions” which require Internet

Service Providers (ISPs) to also block access to the many new large

scale, mirror websites that typically arise in reaction to the blocking of

a main website with an injunction order[35].  

Dynamic Injunctions[36] are likely to make these websites blocking

regimes more effective in terms of reducing piracy and increasing

legal use of properly licensed content and services[37]. 

Apart from the Dynamic injunctions there are other remedies available

which Indian courts adhere: -

Section 55 of the Copyright Act, states that in case of an infringement

the owner of the copyright shall be entitled to all such remedies as

mentioned in the act i.e., injunction, damages and accounts[38]. It

depends upon facts of each case what remedy to apply : -

a.   Civil Remedies



Interlocutory Injunction: This type of Injunction is a temporary

injunction, refraining the infringer to not perform a certain act or a

task till the final disposal of the suit.  

Anton Pillar Order: Anton Pillar order is an order where permission

is given to the copyright owner along with court appointed local

commissioner to search the premises of an infringer and seize the

infringed goods. 

John Doe Order: these orders are the most commonly used

remedy for copyright infringement in Indian Courts, where the John

Doe orders are issued against unidentifiable defendants and are

injunctive orders which are intended to deter copyright

infringement during the release of new content, usually infringing

websites or URLs[39]. 

 

In India, John Doe orders were first passed in a case Taj Television

Ltd. & Anr. vs. Rajan Mandal & Ors, [2003] F.S.R. 22, which relied

om the systems of Canada, USA, Australia and England. However,

there is still judicial precedent lacking in differentiating piracy of

various kinds, such as pirating a popular show named as “Game of

Thrones” or pirating an old movie[40]. 

Moreover, In the case of Star India v Sujit Jha and Ors, the Delhi High

Court passed a pre-emptive order to block 73 websites and said that

“it is extremely easy for the website to provide access to the blocked

content through another URL since a mere change of a character in

the URL will change it to a completely new URL”[41]. 

This order was in contradiction to the order by a Madras High Court in

R. K. Productions v BSNL, the court held that only specific URLs

infringing content shall be blocked instead of the whole website and

also did put the onus on copyright owners to identify the specific

infringing URLs[42].



 

Section 63 of the Copyright Act, 1957 states that criminal proceedings

can be initiated against an infringer by the owner or the creator of the

copyright for which the infringer shall be liable to an imprisonment of at

least 6 months which can extend up to 3 years with a fine of Rs. 50,000

which may extend to Rs. 2 lakhs[43]. 

Section 63A of the Copyright Act, 1957 provides for enhanced penalty

on second or subsequent convictions[44]. Section 65A penalizes

circumvention of effective technological measures that are applied to

copies of work with the purpose of protecting any of the rights conferred

under the Copyright Act. The infringer shall be punished by imprisonment

that may extent up to 2 years and shall also be liable to fine[45].

Section 65B makes unauthorized removal or alteration of rights

management information punishable with imprisonment of up to 2 years

and shall also be liable to fine. This provision makes the unauthorized

distribution, communication and broadcast to the public copies of the

work punishable in the same manner if the person is aware that

electronic rights management information in the copy has been removed

or altered[46]. 

It is highly secured decentralized public ledger that is used to record

peer to peer transaction and in each transaction that takes place, the

parties agree to encode into the block of digital data which is uniquely

identify. It’s because of the functioning that it is considered an excellent

technology to resolve copyright infringement in digital era.

One of the easiest ways to protect the work of the creator of the original

work and also to prevent it from duplication is Watermark which is

embedded in the original work of the author in this way the unauthorized

copying of the work can be detected.

b. Criminal  Remedies

Block Chain Technology

Digital Watermark



 

The term fair use denotes as an exception to the exclusive right of the

copyright to the author of the work and can also be treated as a

remedy. Fair use allows reproduction or use of any copyrighted work

without the prior authorization of the owner of the content which will not

amount to the infringement of copyright. The main focus of the doctrine

of fair use is to benefit the society to meet the end of educational

purposes[47]. 

It provides with the protection that a fair dealing or fair use of any work

for using the work for private or personal use, research work, critics, or

reviewing the same work or any other work, current events and current

occurring, even reporting of lecture delivered in public will not amount to

infringement. Moreover, during the COVID-19 pandemic, virtual teaching

and web-based learning has evolved the passage of time and major

challenge that comes up with the protection of copyright. The major

issue is the accessibility of the copyright work since the web-based

learning is borderless whereas the copyright is territorial[48].

Exemption of Fair Use/Fair Dealing



I

Standardizing certain conflict of laws principles internationally will be

beneficial in helping copyright owners initiate global copyright

enforcement actions. Moreover, this would allow them to file a single

case in a court of general jurisdiction under one law instead of having

different laws for different jurisdictions. This would also eliminate most of

the costs which copyright owners incur from the need to ascertain

multiple foreign copyright laws, invoke or plead multiple and engage

legal experts for multiple jurisdictions[49].

Establishing of IPR crime units in other states such as Telangana

Intellectual Property Crime Unit (TIPCU) for better enforcement of the

laws. As per the report by EY, Indian films industry has sustained a great

loss which is difficult to estimate. In order to deal with the menace of

piracy  TIPCU was established as India’s first unit to deal with IPR crimes.

It has been set up to deal with complaints pertaining to Online Piracy

particularly illegal download and spread of movies. Its main task will be

monitoring online piracy and recommend blocking of websites and URLs

providing illegal contents, identify the infringers and pursue action[50].

So, establishing crime units like TIPCU in all states of the country to curb

the menace of online piracy.

Establishing Digital Rights Management (DRM), the way to protect

the copyrights of digital media is known as digital rights management

which includes the use of technologies to restrict the limit of

copyrighting. The publishers will be allowed to access/control the work

by paying users by digital rights management. Under the Section 65B

which was introduced in 2012 amendment of the Copyright Act, 1957 the

information is criminalized interference with the digital right

management.

CONCLUSION & SUGGESTIONS

Suggestions 



Even though digitalization has given lot of opportunities to the copyright

owners to show cause their work and creations effectively on the one

hand, and on the other hand it raises concerns over infringement of the

rights belonging to owners. The advancement of information technology,

new software’s have emerged along with developed web applications

such as portable camera phones, recording software’s, advanced

phones, text scanner etc., which has made replicating and distributing

certain work easy. 

It is not that government hasn’t made any laws to cease the infringement

activities, but the government has not taken any steps to conquer the

problem of piracy and copyright violations. The pirates online hide

behind the screen and try to earn from the efforts of the owner or the

creator of the copyrights unlawfully and illegally.

The exemption of fair use also plays a vital role and must be redefined

with looking at the present mentality of the society. There should be

proper checks and balances to the fair use exemption so that no undue

advantage is taken by the public and interest of the owner of the work

should be kept in mind. The John Doe order is a developing concept and

needs a set of guidelines on which the court of law may order blocking

of various URLs and websites online. The over use of such powers of the

court may lead to over blocking of online contents. Such as the court in

the case of FIFA World Cup 2014 ordered the blocking of various

websites but it was later found that such measures were taken without

any verification of facts and thus later reviewed its order and lessened

the number of blocked websites.

Conclusion
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